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IMPORTANT: Completely read instructions - refer to
website for updated instructions and to see our videos.

Always operate with 2 people for safety.
Always field dress deer before retrieving game.
Notify everyone in the area that you will be using the Hitch N’Drag before
dragging for safety purposes.
DO NOT tie knots in retrieval rope, use figure 8 pattern (see instructions)
250 lbs max weight (field dress first)

What you need to operate:
2 people, one by game to be retrieved, one in vehicle
Cell phone or walkie talkie for communication between retriever and vehicle
operator
Gloves
Safety glasses
Optional:
Game sled/tarp for protecting trophy game
Drill for reeling in rope AFTER game has been retrieved (600’ model only)

Parts missing or item damaged in shipping?  Email us immediately at
info@hitchndrag.com.  Include model serial number located on the reel near
the handle.
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General Use Instructions

● Protect the rope and reel when not in use.  Find a safe and secure place to
store it. Never store near any sharp objects that could compromise the
retrieval line.

● When retrieving game, find the least obstructed path.  Use the pulley system
as needed to direct the game and help remove it effectively.

● Stay clear of game as it’s being dragged/removed using the Hitch N’Drag, let
the vehicle do the work!

● Always drag game straight up hill.  Use the pulley system if needed.
(Dragging game out along the side of a hill or valley will cause the game to
roll down hill and get caught up in trees and brush).

● The person retrieving the game should be in constant conversation with the
vehicle driver.  As needed, have the driver stop so the retriever can adjust the
game to avoid obstructions.

● Always reel the retrieval line in evenly and make sure it is tight and secure on
the reel.

Avoid
● Steel fence posts
● Barbed wire
● Sharp rocks and stones
● Use the pulley and/or multiple pulls to avoid objects that may damage

the Hitch N’Drag rope system

Directions for Vehicle Operator

● Make sure the vehicle driver can communicate with the person
retrieving the game.

● Use speaker functions on walkie talkie and phone for easier
communication.

● Left foot on brake, right foot on accelerator to provide slow and steady
removal of game.

● For additional safety, turn on light and emergency flashers on vehicle if
possible.



Attaching Retrieval Line to Frame
See our video online

Do not tie a knot in the retrieval line.
The bolt and eyebolt are used to secure the retrieval line.

Once the retrieval line is attached to the game, the vehicle operator will secure the
retrieval line to the frame using a figure 8 pattern under the large washers that are
attached to the end of the frame with bolts.

Make a loop and push it through the eye bolt and attach the loop to the bolt.

Install the lock pin into the reel handle to secure the reel.

Once the game is retrieved, simply undo the figure 8 pattern and reel in the rope.



Attaching to Game

Always use a game sled for all game removal if one is available.

Antlerless and non trophy deer:
It’s recommended to attach the retrieval line
around the animal's neck up near the head and
drag it out head first.

Trophy Game Removal:

More time and a slower removal will be
needed.
We highly recommend a game sled to
remove trophy game.  The sled will
protect the hide and antlers.

If a sled is not available, a tarp or blanket will also work to protect your trophy
game.
Use 2 yellow straps as needed (included).



Drill Attachment Instructions
(600’ Model Only)

Only used to retrieve “empty” retrieval line.

Always remove steel snap clip from the end of the retrieval
line before reeling in the retrieval line with a drill

Attach a short yellow strap (included) near the end of the
retrieval line, about 30-50 ft. from end, to warn and notify the
operator that the end is approaching

Set the drill on the lowest/slowest setting.
Guide the rope back onto the reel evenly.



Pulley System Instructions
300’/600’ Models

The pulley system allows your vehicle to drag game to a path, trail or farm road.
*see pulley system video on our website

1. Remove pulley attachment rope from bag.

2. Run the pulley attachment rope around a sturdy tree or post, or attach to a
second vehicle.

3. Pull the cotter pin and disassemble the pulley (pictures below show close up
of pulley, do not remove from pulley attachment rope). Then run the game
retrieval line through the pulley and reassemble.

4. Retrieve game.  (Pictures below show what the pulley system looks like
actively retrieving.  See videos on the website for more details).



.

5. Disassemble pulley and remove retrieval rope.  Remove pulley system from
the post or tree.

Once back at camp, the pulley system can be used to hang game or load game into
your vehicle.


